
          
CHALLENGE

absoluteGENIUS club: Work on building duration, the behaviour in different locations/
environments, and with things other than your leg (Can  your dog hug a broom? another 

person?). Can your dog maintain position if you move your leg? 

1) This trick is very cute as your dog hugs your leg, is 
great fun and very useful to occupy your dog in 
distracting situations where you want focus! It 
strengthens the core of your dog without putting 
extreme pressure on the spine as they support their 
bodies with their legs too! 

2) Start with your dog in a sit position and mark and 
reward small movements of their paws to produce 
more and more movement upwards to target your 
leg. 

3) If you find it difficult to mark specific movements that 
your dog is doing, then we can make it easier for you 
and them!  

• Some dogs find it easier to understand upward paw 
movements, if we first work on them targeting a box 
or pedestal in the same way and then returning to (1). 

• Some dogs will paw raise when a treat is in front of 
them or if trained to a target stick - work on 
reinforcing paw raises in this way and then return to 
(1).  

• If your dog has “paw” or “shake” on cue, then cue this 
behaviour a few times to your hand and then cue 
again but present your leg for paw targeting this time. 

4) Once you have one paw on the leg, work on the 
next in exactly the same way with - again, if you 
have “paw”/“shake” on cue, then use this to your 
advantage! 

5) Build duration into the behaviour slowly, allowing your 
dog’s strength to develop. 

TOP TIPS! As you increase the amount of balance and 
core strength required of your dog, mix these up with 

shorter duration repetitions!  
Add a release cue to the behaviour once duration has 

developed by saying your usual release cue or the one 
you want to use and throwing a piece of food to the 

ground for your dog to eat a few times. 
6) When you can guarantee that your dog is going to 

hug your leg each time, begin saying a cue (like 
“hug” or “close”) just before the behaviour and 
then give an extra special reward!

“Hug”
Work through the steps over many 
sessions! How far can you take the 
challenge with your dog? 

Use the tastiest treats or best toys to start 
to train this behaviour!!

The challenge!


